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CALL FOR PAPERS 
 

The Towson Journal of International Affairs is accepting submissions for publication. The 
submission criteria is as follows: 
 

• The journal seeks to publish original arguments that show extensive, high-level research. 
 

• The primary focus and argument of a submitted manuscript should lie in the field of 
international relations. Papers focusing on domestic politics will not be considered for 
publication, unless the topic is the domestic politics that surround a given country’s 
foreign policy. 

 
• Student papers can range from 3,000 to 7,000 words (roughly 10-25 pages), with the 

ideal length falling between 5,000 and 6,000 words. 
 

• Submissions must use footnotes in accordance with the Chicago Manual of  Style. 
 

• Authors of accepted papers agree to allow the editorial board to engage in editing of the 
manuscript for style, although substantive changes will not be made. Authors will be 
given the right of final review of their manuscript, and they should expect to be in regular 
correspondence with the journal as their manuscript proceeds through each stage of the 
editing process on its way to final publication. 

 
• Paper Format: All submissions must be double spaced, 12-point font in Times New 

Roman. Pages should be numbered in the bottom right corner, have 1-inch margins, with 
left side alignment, and the paper should have a title page. The authors’ identifying 
information should be restricted to the cover page. 

 
• Authors should prepare an abstract of their work of no more than 200 words. 

 
Papers will be evaluated using both substantive and stylistic criteria. Too many problems with 
the written presentation of a work may disqualify it even if the argument or subject is 
compelling. 
 
For more information, please contact us at: 
Towson University Journal of International Affairs  
Political Science Department 
Towson University  
8000 York Road 
Towson, Maryland, 21252 
Website: www.towson.edu/iajournal  
Email: iajournal@towson.edu 

http://www.towson.edu/iajournal
mailto:iajournal@towson.edu
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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS 
 
 
Dear Readers,  
 

We are happy to present to you the Spring 2021 edition of the Towson University Journal 
of International Affairs. This is a special volume created to mark the launch of our inaugural, 
“TJIA Roundtables: Explorations in IR” discussions. Along with their corresponding video 
recordings, these articles are designed to provide insight into a variety of contemporary issues in 
world politics. The Roundtables themselves were organized around four distinct topics: Turkey’s 
relationship with the West, social justice within marginalized communities, China’s challenge to 
the contemporary global leadership, and how developing states have tried to address the massive 
crises of 2020. In this special issue, we are proud to publish the individual articles that each 
participant prepared in support their Roundtable presentation.  

 
The “TJIA Roundtables: Explorations in IR” series will recur every semester, featuring 

analyses of current events like those included in this issue. (The talks are posted on the “Events” 
page in the “TJIA Roundtables” section of the journal’s web site and on the TJIA YouTube 
channel.) The topics of each Roundtable will vary each semester to reflect the changing 
circumstances of world politics and the research interests of the Roundtable participants.  

 
It is the journal’s mission to provide a platform through which the curious and the 

scholarly can engage in a civil discourse that accords with disciplinary norms and standards. This 
issue is a unique reflection of that mission. Unlike other issues, its exclusive focus on urgent 
contemporary problems highlights the journal’s spirit of intellectual engagement by 
undergraduate students with the world around them. While most issues also feature articles by 
graduate students and professors, in this issue we have chosen to emphasize the contributions 
that undergraduates can make to our understanding of the world. We, the editors of the Towson 
University Journal of International Affairs, are therefore especially pleased to present this special 
Spring 2021 issue, and we hope that readers find these articles useful in their own scholarly 
endeavors. 

 
Sincerely, 
 

  
 Everett Shirtliff, Darius White, and Dwight Myvett  
 
 Editor-in-Chief Team 
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